Interleaved magnetic resonance and ultrasound by electronic synchronization.
Increasing attention has been directed toward using magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) to assess blood flow velocity. Complete acceptance of this application requires validation of MRI-derived flow measurements against an accepted flow measurement technique such as Doppler ultrasound in an in vivo situation. To provide an accurate correlation in the presence of rapid changes in blood flow, the MR acquisition should be made nearly simultaneously with the ultrasonic measurements. Unfortunately, standard ultrasound equipment generates radio frequency signal which interferes with MRI. Near-simultaneous acquisition of MR data and ultrasonic blood flow data should be possible if the two measurements are properly synchronized. In the technique presented, ultrasound is made to peacefully coexist with MRI by gating the ultrasound so that it is disabled during the time of MR data acquisition. Phantom and animal experiments confirm the use of this procedure. Although we did not specifically test new fast-scan MR techniques, our technique is completely general and should work equally well with spin-echo as well as newer fast scanning MRI techniques.